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Abstract 

In this paper we study the methods of risk measurement. Fist, we introduce 

a conditional risk measure and prove that it is a coherent risk measure. Then 

using Bayesian statistics idea a subjective risk measure is defined. In some special 

cases, closed form solutions can be obtained. The credibility idea can be fitted 

to our model too. 
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$1 Introduction 

Risk measurement is one of the most important issues in financial and insurance 

industries. In financial industry, volatility is a commonly used risk measure. Ruin 

probability has been used by insurance industries for many years. Recently, value at 

risk (VaR) has become very popular. Developed by the commercial bank J.P. Morgan, 

VaR is an attempt to provide a single number summarizing the total risk in a portfolio 

of financial assets. For an introduction, see J.P. Morgan’s RiskMetrics - Technical 

Document. For a survey see the paper by Duffie and Pan (1997). In Artzner, Delbaen, 

Eber and Heath (1998), both market and non-market risks have been studied. A set of 

four desirable properties for measures of risk is presented and justified. A risk measure 

which satisfies the four properties is called a coherent risk measure. It has been pointed 

out in Artzner, Delbaen, Eber and Heath (1998) that value at risk does not satisfy all 

of the four properties. Motivated by the paper of Artzner et al. (1998), Cvitanic and 

Karatzas (1998) have studied the dynamic measures of risk. Such a measure of risk is 

also discussed by Follmer and Leukert (1998). 

Risk can be defined as an exposure to uncertainty, (see Holton (1997)). Different 

people may have different view on the uncertainty, even the same person, if he/she looks 

at the uncertainty from different point of view, he/she may obtain different conclusions. 

Therefore risk is a subjective thing. We should include the subjective view when we 

model the risk. In this paper, motivated by Holton (1997), we extend the model of 

Artzner et al. (1998) by including a subjective view in our model. Our goal is to 

construct a model for risk measurement which captures both the objective market data 

and the subjective view of the risk trader. We first define a conditional risk measure 

and prove that it is a coherent risk measure. Then we define a Bay&an risk measure, 

in this case the properties of monotonicity and subadditivity become meaningless, so 

we cannot say that the Bayesian risk measure is a coherent risk measure, but it does 

satisfy the other properties. In some special cases, we can obtain closed form solutions 

(i.e. we are able to obtain an explicit expression for the risk measure). Using the 

credibility approach, we can relax the stringent assumptions in the conjugate prior 
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cases. No assumption for the model distribution need to be imposed. In this case, we 

are able to obtain an alternative expression for the subjective risk measure. Also, the 

subjective risk measure can be applied to measure both the financial risk and insurance 

risk. Finally, we will give an alternative way to capture the random effect of foreign 

exchange(FX) rates. A modification of Bayesian risk measure is introduced. The idea 

of this paper can be applied to value at risk (VaR). We shall discuss subjective VaR in 

a seperate paper. 

$2 Conditional risk measure 

In this section, we define a risk measure for the (n t 1)st period’s net worth of a 

portfolio based on the information (or market data) up to time n. As more information 

comas, the risk measure can be updated sequentially. In this way, we can mark to 

market by adjusting the risk measure in the daily balance sheet. 

Let R be the set of all states of nature. 3 be a u-algebra on R. We equip our sample 

space (Q3) with a filtration {3,,} (i.e. 3”C3,,+i and 3,, is a sub-u-field of 3 for all 

n). Here, 3,, represents the market information (data) up to time n. P(A1.Q be the 

conditional probability of an event A c R given the market information up to time n. 

(i.e. given 3,,) For our purpose here, we assume it is the physical probability. P,, is the 

family of all conditional probability measures B(.13,,). (i.e. the set of all “scenarios” 

defined based on the given information up to time n.) We assume that R is known and 

the conditional probability measure on R is not subjected to a general agreement. 

Let AXi be the change in market value (measured in terms of the domestic cur- 

rency of the risk trader) of a portfolio during the i-th period, where AXi:R --) W 

for i=1,2,...,n,n+l. &,+I be the set of all functions AX,,+1 : R --t W (i.e. the set of all 

risks during the (n $ 1)-st period). Note that {A Xi) is adapted to (3ii). 

Then, the conditional risk measure is a function pp,,(.I3,,) : G,,+r -+ W defined as 

PP,,(AX,+II~J = SUP{ - J!?P(%~~~)IP E P”} for all AX,+1 E A+1 

Here, T, is the return at time (n t 1) per unit domestic price investing in a reference 

instrument at time n. pp,(A X,,+r13,,) measures the risk of a portfolio at time (n $ 1) 
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given the market information up to time n. It takes into account the worst “scenario” 

among the set of all possible “scenarios” given the market information up to time n. 

In the following, we will prove that pp,(A X,,+rlF,,) is a coherent risk measure. ‘We 

check the four properties given in Artzner, Delbaen, Eber and Heath (1998) 

(1) pp, satisfies the translation invariance property. For (Y, E W 

PP,@ &+, t ~nr,lFn) = sup ( - B( a “in+ a”r”~Z,) Ia E P”> 

= sup{ -EF.(y$qFn) -u,lPE P*) 

= SUP{ -,(+I,)(BEPn]-a, 

= m,(A Xntl IF,,) - a, 

(2) pp, satisfies positive homogeneity property 

~~,,(~Axr,+,Ft,n) = sup{ -E~(+-$+#wJn} 

= xsup{ - Ep$qFn)IP E R} 

= ~pp,(AXn+,17,,) V X L 0. 

(3) pp, satisfies monotonicity property 

If AX,,,, 5 AY,,, (i.e. AX,+,(w) I A Y,+I(w) V w E Cl), then 

-Ep(+p*) 2 -Ep(.+/Fn) VP E P, 

=s p~,(AX,,+llFn) = SUP{ -~@$+#Wn} 

> sup{ -EI(+I&,)~lF% P”> 

ZZ PP.@%IIL) 

(4) pp. satisfies subadditivity property 

PP.(AX,+I~AK+I~~,) = sup{ -E~(Ax~tlr~Au,tll~~)I,~~,] 
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Therefore, pp, is a coherent risk measure. 

53 Bayesian risk measure 

In this section, we construct a risk measure by including the subjective view in our 

model and using the Bayesian ideas. By introducing the Bay&an predictive distribution 

to our risk measure, it can capture both the subjective view of the risk traders and the 

information provided by the market data. This is a special case of the conditional risk 

measure. Instead of considering the family of all conditional probability measures on R 

given F,,, we restrict the family to the set of Bay&an predictive distributions. In this 

case, both the properties of subadditivity and monotonicity cannot be defined. 

We first give some notations. Let AXi be the change in market value ( measured 

in terms of the domestic currency of the risk trader ) of a portfolio during the i-th 

period (i.e. the i-th period net worth of a portfolio). The random variable 0 is the risk 

characteristic of a risk trader. We also define the vector nZ, as (Azr, . . . , Ax,,) which 

represents the market data up to time rz. We impose the following assumptions: 

(1) A X$3 = 6’ is conditionally independent and identically distributed with common 

distribution F(zlB) (Note that F(z(O) is the sampling distribution). 

(2) ~(6) is the prior density of the risk characteristic 0 chosen by the risk trader 

subjectively. 

Then, the posterior density of 8 given A 5, is calculated by the Bay& formula as 

follows: 
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(where C is a normalization constant.) 

The predictive distribution of the next period’s net worth of the portfolio (i.e. the 

(n t 1)-st period’s net worth of 

calculated as follows: 

FAXn+&$) = 

the portfolio A X,+1) given the data & can be 

This expression depends on ~(0) which is chosen subjectively by the trader. 

Suppose a group of risk traders ‘T involve in choosing predictive densities. Without 

loss of generality, we can assume that each trader in the group 7 chooses exactly 

one predictive distribution and their predictive distributions are all different from each 

other. Let P,, be a family of all predictive distributions chosen by the risk traders in 

the group 7. Then, we can write P,, as {F~x,+t,az,(~)I~ E ‘T}, where PA,,+,fa(~) 

is chosen by the risk trader v E ‘I through the model density and the prior density. 

Also, QX”+,,AJ z includes the objective part through the market data AZ, up to ) 

time n. 

Then, we define “the subjective ( Bay&an ) risk measure” on the next period’s net 

worth A X,,+r given the market data & as 

p&X,+1j&n2,) = SUP{ - &@Xn+~/~nl~l~ 6 7) 

(where we write P = Fixn+,,&(~).) 
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Suppose C,, is the cash amount in the investor’s account at the current time n. If 

,op,,(A X,,+r I&) is positive, then max (pp,, (A X,,+i I&) - C,,, 0) can be interpreted 

as the call margin added to the investor’s account and invested in a reference instrument 

with return I-,, in order to support the maximum expected loss in the portfolio at the 

(n t I)-st period. If pp, (A X,,+i ]a) is negative, then min ( - pp, (A X,,+i I&2,), C,,) 

is interpreted as the cash amount that can be withdrawn from the investor’s current 

account so that it can still support the maximum expected loss in the portfolio at the 

next period. pp, (A X,+1(&) 2 is th e most conservative (or safe) measure of risk agreed 

by all the people in the group ‘T. 

Instead of summarizng the risk of a portfolio by a single number, we introduce an 

risk interval for risk measurement. We impose the risk limits or the call margin limits 

as follows: 

t t 

lower limit = a, upper limit = b,, = pp,,(A X,,+i I&) 

If both a, and b,, are negative, then min(-a,,, C,,) is the largest amount that can be 

withdrawn from the investor’s account and min(-b,,, C,,) is the smallest amount that 

can be withdrawn so that the cash amount in the account can still be sufficient to 

cover the expected loss of the portfolio at the next period. Suppose both a, and b, 

are non-negative. If the margin call is less than min(a, - C,,, 0), then it is unlikely to 

be sufficient for supporting the expected loss of the portfolio in the next period. If the 

margin call is greater than max(b, - C,, 0), then it is considered as more than sufficient 

to cover the maximum expected loss in the next period. Each risk trader can decide 

the cash amount added to his/her current account and invest in a reference instrument 

with return rate r,, within the range [min(a, - C,,, 0), max(b, - C,,, O)] by considering 

his/her own financial situation. The risk manager can set the margin call requirement 

for the portfolio based on the range [min(a, - C,,, 0), max(b,, - C,, 0)], the financial 

situations of their clients and himself, the competitive condition in the market. 

Remarks: 
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(1) r, is close to 1 if the length of the period is short. The length of the time period 

is usually one day. T ,  is considered to be the return rate of an overnight riskless 

instrument. 

(2) We have pointed out that even the same person may have different views about 

the uncertainty in the financial market. He/She may choose several “scenarios” 

to evaluate the risk of his/her portfolio. In this case, we interpret 7 as the index 

set of the family of all predictive distributions chosen by the person. He/She can 

generate a set of “scenarios” through choosing a set of prior densities. Also, if 

the investor thinks that the central banks are interventing in the market and this 

may drive the extreme movement of the market value of his/her portfolio, then 

he/she can set the prior mean of 0 as an extreme value in order to capture the 

effect of central bank intervention. For more detailed treatment and application 

of extreme value theory, see the book of Embrechts et. al(1997). 

Before end of this section, we would like to point out that the subjective (Bayesian) 

risk measure satisfies both the properties of translation invariance and positive homo- 

geneity. Also, the Bay&an risk measures introduced in the later sections satisfy both of 

these properties. However, the property of translation invariance becomes meaningless 

for the Bayesian risk measure. We will discuss this issue later. Now, we would like 

to state the interpretations derived from the properties of translation invariance and 

positive homogeneity. 

Translation invariance: 

If we add an amount of capital cy, into the current account/portfolio and invest it 

in a riskless instrument with return rate T, ,  then we reduce the risk of the portfolio 

at the next period by the same amount a,. If we let (I, be pp. (A X,+1 Ia, then 

the property of translation invariance becomes “pp,( AX,,+, tr,,pp, (A X,,+i la 1 AZ,,) = - 

0”. This means that if we add max(pp,,(A X,,+iln - C,,,O) to the investor’s 

current account/portfolio and invest it in a riskless instrument with return rate 

T ,  at the n-th period, then the risk measure for the portfolio at the (n + 1)-st 

period is non-negative. 
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(2) Positive Homogeneity: 

If the next period’s net worth is multiplied by a factor X, then its Bay&an risk 

measure is multiplied by the same factor X. 

$4 A special case (normal-normal conjugate prior case) 

In this section, the normality assumption is imposed for both the prior and model 

densities. The risk traders can choose the prior means and variances based on their 

subjective views. Also, they can choose the sampling variance based on the estimates 

from the market data. A closed form solution is obtained in this case. 

Remarks: 

(1) Although the density function of the domestic price for a foreign security may not 

be normal, the normality assumption for the domestic price of the whole portfolio 

is acceptable provided that the portfolio consists of sufficiently large number of 

securities. 

(2) The normality assumption for the market value of the portfolio can still be accept- 

able even though the portfolio consists of some non-linear financial instruments 

(e.g. stock option, bond option, FX swap,etc.) 

Note that ‘T is a finite set in reality. Suppose 7 = {Tr, Tz, . , T,}, m is a finite positive 

integer. Model for the trader Tj (for j = 1,2, . . . , m) is given by: 

where we first assume vj is known for simplicity (this assumption can be released by in- 

troducing a prior for vj, see the later part of this section). Then, after some calculations, 

we have that the predictive distribution of the trader Tj denoted by F;fiX.+,,&z) is 
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. Therefore, 

~~,(Axn+,l&) = w{$[(f, t ;,-‘;E+(; t ;)-‘dq] 
J 3 3 I 3 3 

forj = 1,2 ,..., m . 

As long as we can find the predictive means for all traders Y”j E 7, the exact numerical 

value of pp,(A X,,+r]&) can be found. It is simple if m is not too large. Also, we 

can define the lower and upper risk limits as follows: 

~~~(AX.+,j~=inf{-~[(~t~)-1~~t(~td)-1~~j]/j=1,2,...,m] 
3 3 J 3 J J 

$;np(A &+d&5,) = PP,,@ JG+ll&5,) 

So, we have a risk interval [pFi(A X,,+r]&), $z(A X,,+r]n]. 

Now, we give an extension of the model by considering the precision of the sampling 

density as a random variable and choosing Gamma distribution as its prior distribution. 

A closed form solution can be obtained in this case. 

Model for trader Z’j (forj = 1,2, , m), in this case, is given by: 

After some calculations, we know that the predictive density of AX,,+,]& is a t- 

density with mean 

LLpj $ 
aj tn 

AA Xn = (1 - Zj)/Lj t zjax,, 
3 

where zj = -&. 1 
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Usually, the prior parameters ~jjraj,ojtP~ are chosen by the risk trader Tj based 

on prior information/experience and their subjective view. In practice, it is difficult to 

set the parameters oj and pj based on the prior information provided by the market 

data. Since the predictive mean does not depend on the parameters oj and /?j, the 

risk measure does not depend on them either. However, we can use aj to indicate the 

variability of the prior information. If the variability of the prior information is large, 

then aj is small. Hence, Zj is large. This implies that more weight is given to the market 

data. The risk trader Tj will incline to use the market data to estimate A X,+1. In this 

way, zj can be interpreted as a credibility factor placed on the market data. Also, if 

the risk trader Tj has strong confidence for his/her prior guess, he/she can set oj as a 

large value in order to make the prior variance of 017 small. Again, we define the risk 

limits as follows: 

and 

&P(AX,+,(~ = inf{ - $(I -~j)/~j t zjAz,]]j = 1,2,...,m} 

where z3 = $. [~~~(AXn+l]n),p~(AX,+,]Azn)] is the risk interval. 

95 Credibility theory approach 

Sometimes, it is difficult to find the predictive mean EF’, (A X,,+i ]a), especially 

when the predictive distribution FTj is not known (i.e. not a conjugate-prior case). In 

this section, we employ “Biilmann least square model” in credibility theory to approx- 

imate Epj (A X,+1 ]A 2,) as a linear combination of the past market data & and 

prior means. 

Assumptions: 

(1) E(AXJ0) = 8 and Var(AX#) = uj, for i = 1,2,...,n,n+ 1. uj” can be 

estimated by the trader Tj from the volatility (or variation) of the market data 

up to time n. 
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(2) A X&J are assumed to be conditionally independent for i = 1,2,. . . , n, n+ 1 with 

common mean 8 and variance q,,. 

(3) E(8) = pj and VU(@) = aj. Th Y e summarize the prior information about the 

risk characteristic 8 assumed by the subjective view of the risk trader 7” E 7. 

Here, we do not assume any specific form of probability distributions for 8 and AX@. 

So, F~xn+l,az,(z) is not known. H ence, the closed form expression of EFTj (A X,,+, IA X,,) 
cannot be calculated. We will approximate EF~j (A X,+,1&) by the linear combina- 

tion a;fj + C1;=l $A Xk (i.e. We need to determine C$ for k = 0, 1,2,. . . , n) under 

the view of the risk trader Tj E 7. 

LetQ% = E(E(Ax,,+ll&--c~? -kc$AX# 
k=l 

aQTj 
-y=T= 
aQOl 

-2E(E(AX,,+,lAX,)-cr? --&$ax,) =0 
k=l 

+ E(E(AX,,+IJAXn))=~~t~cx~E(AXk) 
k=l 

=+ E(AX.,I)=crF+~a2E(AXx) 
k=l 

aQq 
y= 
ak 

-2a~E[AX,(E(AX,,+@&) -c$ -&~A&)]=0 
k=l 

=+ EIAXrE(AX,,+,lAX,,)]=~~E(AXr)t~a~E(AXkAX~) 
k=l 

for f= 1,2 ,..., 71. 

+ E[E(AX,,+,AX#&,)]=~I~E(AX~)~~~~~E(AX~AX~) 
k=l 

=+ E(AX,,,,AX,)= $E(AX,)&E(AXkAX,) 
k=l 

for T=1,2 ,a.., VI. 

Now, 

E(AXi) = E(E(AXil0)) = E(0)=/~j 
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E(AX,A X7) = E(E(A X,A X$3)) 

= E(E(D. &lW(A Xl@)) 

(for k # r and by conditional independent.) 

= E(@) = Var(C3) t E2(8) 

= aj t/L: 

E(AX;) = E(E(A X:/0)) 

= E(Var(A X$3) t E2(A Xil0)) 

= E(Vjn t 0”) 

= vjn t E(B2) 

= Ujn t Var(0) t E2(8) 

= Vjn t aj t /Li 

So, we have the following (n + 1) equations: 

k=l 

n(aj t /i:) = WY~jij t [n(aj t /L;) t Vj*] f: Cl? 

From (1) and (3), 

-np; t n(aj t p:) = 

* Wj = 

k=l 

k=l 

k=l 

(nclj t Vjn)-hlj 

(ltaj t Vjn)-laj for k=l,2 ,..., n. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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so, 

/ij = CYz + pj(?laj + Vjn)-‘naj 

j  c&y = 
Pj(l- *) = (*)pj 

,!$T~(AX,,+$& =: cr? +$rFAz, 
k=l 

= (&)pj t (*)G 

= (1 - Zjzj,)/ij + ZjnE 

where the credibility factor placed on the market data chosen by the risk trader Tj E 7, 

which is denoted by sjn, ~C@S &. 

Remarks: 

(1) (1 - Zjn)/Lj t Zjnn is also a good estimator for both E(A X,+,10) = 0 and 

A X,,+r used by the risk trader Tj E 7. 

(2) zjn can be updated sequentially by updating the values of n and ujn. 

(3) As the variability of the market data up to time n becomes large, Vj, becomes 

large and ,Zjn becomes small. So, we put a small weight to the market data. 

so, 
) N ;[(I - Zjn)/+ t zj&J 

Now, suppose that 7 = {Tl,. . . , T,,,}. Then, we approximate the lower and upper risk 

limits as follows: 

$(A &+,I~ = inf{--J-[(l-Zjn)pjtZj,GJ~ j=1,2,...,m}=a, 

$n(AX,+rl~ z SUP{ - $(l-~j~)/~jtz&J 1 j = 1,2,...,m} = b, 

Therefore, [a,,, b,,] is the approximate risk interval. Since we do not impose any as- 

sumption for the density function of the change in the market value of a portfolio, 
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the approximate risk measure can be applied to evaluating the risk of the portfolio, 

in terms of domestic currency of the risk trader, which consists of both the foreign 

financial securities and non-linear instruments. 

$6 Generalized Bayesian premium calculation 

(Bayesian “scenarios” analysis in credibility theory) 

In credibility theory, we are interested in calculating a premium for the (n + I)-st 

period of a policyholder given the policyholder’s claim experience in the first n periods. 

Suppose we have a set of manual rates. Each of them corresponds to one type of the 

past policyholders. Now, we want to calculate the premium charge to a policyholder 

at the beginning of the (n t 1)-st period based on the set of manual rates and the 

policyholder’s past claim records up to the n-th period. 

Let AXi be the claim amount of a policyholder during the i-th period. 

Let ‘T be the set of manual rates in an insurance company. We have m manual rates 

in the insurance company. (i.e. 7 = {Ti, . . , Tm}) 

For each manual rate Tj E 7, we would like to calculate (if it is a conjugate-prior case 

)/approximate (if EF~, (A X,,+i ] A z,) is difficult to be calculated) EF~, (A X,,+i ] A z,). 

As in the previous section, EF~j (A X,,+r ]A 2,) is approximated by 

n 
OloTj t xa?Aq 

k=l 

In this way, we get a set of approximations for EFq (A X,,+i ] A 2,) as follows: 

n 

aorj +xC$AXk = (1 - zjn)& t zjnAx, , for j=l,2 ,..., m. 
k=l 

where the credibility factor zjn is s. Then, we define the maximum premium 1 
charged for a policyholder for the (n + 1)-st period as 

Here, we use r, to denote the investment income received by an insurance company at 

the (n + 1)-st period per unit price invested in a riskless instrument at the n-th period. 
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As r, gets larger, the insurance company can charge a smaller amount of premium for 

the same risk. Also, we define the minimum premium charged for a policyholder for 

the (n t 1)-st period as 

So, I$@ Xn+llA 4, &np(AXn+~IA ~,)l is th e range of premiums that should be 

charged for a policyholder by an insurance company. The insurance company can decide 

the amount of premium charged for a policyholder within the range [$$(A X,,+rlA CC,,), 

P~(A L,,lA 41 ba.wd on its financial situation, and its competitors in the market. 

Note that both &!i and &“p are non-negative in this situation. In practice, it is not 

sensible to separate a premium into two parts, the risky and riskless parts. So, the 

property of translation invariance cannot be defined. 

$7 Application of Bayesian risk measure to evaluate insurance 

risk 

In this section, we apply the Bay&an risk measure to the measurement of insur- 

ance risk. Instead of using the traditional method of ruin probability, we capture the 

subjective view by using the Bay&an predictive distribution. We define a risk mea- 

sure which can be updated sequentially so that it can fit into the daily balance sheet 

of an insurance company. The Biihlman credibility estimators are applied to find an 

approximate for the risk measure. First, we give some notations. 

Suppose we have a set of manual rates (or a group of insurers) ‘T = {Tr , . , T,}. Let 

x denote the initial capital of an insurance company, P; denote the aggregate amount 

of premium received by the insurance company during the i-th period, Sj denote the 

aggregate amount of claim paid by the insurance company during the i-th period, Ii 

denote the total investment income received by the insurance company during the i-th 

period, U; denote the surplus of the insurance company at the end of the i-th period. 

Ui = 2 t 2 Pi - 2 Si t 2 Ii 
i=l i=l i=l 
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. Let A Vi = Vi - Vi-r, X+ denote the amount of j-th premium during the i-th period, 

$ denote the amount of j-th claim during the i-th period, Nr; denote the number of 

premiums payment received during the i-th period, Nzi denote the number of claims 

paid during the i-th period. 

We assume the following sampling densities for the insurance data, 

i$il (Al = Xr) “2. Poisson(&), Nsil (As = X,) “2 Poisson(Xs), Xjil (A, = 6,) “? 

e~p(l/&), k;;( (A, = 62) ‘k?’ exp(l/&), *I,1 (0 = 8, r = 7s) ‘-fl’ N(~,rs-l), for i = 

1,2,. . . ,n,n t 1. 

We also assume the following prior densities for the unknown parameters. 

AI N G&V% A2 r-u G,(&P~), A, N IG(75&, A2 N IG(75$% 01(~ = 

Q) N N(pTkl/uTbo), T N G,(rTk, Tk s ), where we assume that Ak and A, are indepen- 

dent for k = 1,2. 

Note that the prior parameters can be chosen from the past manual rate Tk E 7 or 

chosen by the insurer Tk E ‘T subjectively. 

Let c be the minimum capital requirement for an insurance company to continue their 

business. We define the risk measure as follows: 

We would like to apply the Bfihlman credibility estimates to approximate EF; (P,,+l IPI, , P,) 

as follows: 

K, = EPA1 A:) = @Yv? - 2) 
Var(Ar A,) @ t # - 2 

$ _ n -- 
ntK* 

= the credibility factor . 

The prior mean = E(Ar A,) = ($) (&) = -$$$. 
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Ep;(Pn+G’l, . . , J’n) 
M (1 - zr”) (mean of prior) t z9 (mean of observed data) 

K' 

Similarly, we approximate EF; ($,+I ISI, . . . , S,,) as follows: 

Also, Ei,(1,,+1111,. . ,I”) can be calculated exactly as follows: 

M sup - 
{ 

Yh+$ t (af t $ - 2) C:=, Pi + 2$7? t (a? t # - 2) Cbl Si 

2@(# - 2) t (a? t T/p - 2)” 2@(# - 2) t (af t qp - 2)n 

-(&)p- ($-)(~)~k= 42 ,..., m} 

Remarks: 

(1) The risk measure can be updated sequentially so that it can serve as a tool of risk 

measurement in the daily balance sheet of an insurance company. 

(2) Apart from viewing it as a risk measure, we can consider its negative part as a 

performance index of an insurance company. 

$8 A modification of Bayesian risk measure for the global finan- 

cial market 
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In this section, we give another way to capture the random effect of foreign ex- 

change(FX) rates in our model. A modification of Bayesian risk measure with the 

random effect of FX rate included explicitly is defined and its closed form expression 

can be obtained. The Bay&an risk measure is expected to give an indication for the 

investment risk in the global financial market. We consider a portfolio consisting of 

both the domestic and foreign financial securities. For investment in the foreign secu- 

rities, we not only subject to the risk due to the movement of the value of the foreign 

securities. But also, we subject to the risk from the movement of FX rates. 

Suppose the global market in our model consists of the securities from the domestic 

country and k foreign countries. Let q be the number of domestic securities and w 

be the number of securities from the i-th foreign country, for i = 1,2, . . . . k. Then, we 

denote a vector of the changes in the market values (measured in terms of the i-th foreign 

currency) per unit of all the securities from the j-th country during the r-th period as 
A y!‘) = (A y(‘) A y(‘) 

lr 3 sr ,..., AYk!,,),fori=0,1,2 ,..., Icandr=1,2 ,..., n,n+l. fit 

denotes the domestic price at time t of one unit of the i-th foreign currency, for i = 1, 

2, . . . . k 

We would like to impose the following assumptions: 

(1) The market values of the securities within each country are correlated. 

(2) The market values of the securities in different countries are independent. 

(3) The exchange rates are independent. 

(4) The exchange rates are independent of the market values of the securities. 

(5) The portfolio can be updated only at the end of each period or at the beginning 

of each period. It cannot be changed during each period. Due to the presence of 

transaction costs and taxes in the real trading situation, this is a more realistic 

assumption. 

Our model is constructed as follows: 

L@ = @)A t t E$)&; for i = 0, 1,2,. , k 
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where At is the time length of each period. 5:’ N N(O+,,,,,C~‘). Note that 0-j is a 

m,-dimensional vector and the (m; x %)-matrix Cc’ is known. The prior distribution 

of the random vector e(‘) is N(~4i,,~~1), where 2~~ and 3;’ can be chosen by the 

trader T, subjectively. So ny!‘))@‘j = $, for r = 1, 2, . ., n, n t 1, are conditionally 

independent and identically distributed with common distribution 

N(hi,At,E;‘); for i=O,1,2 ,..., k 

After some calculations, we know that the predictive distribution of &!, given 

(nyj’), . ,a)) is a multivariate normal distribution with mean vector (XstnA t&)-l 

&bisA t) t (& t nA t&)-‘(nA tCi) ar”, where @’ = C:=, &j/n. (Some of 

these calculation can be found in Siu and Yang (1998)) 

Let C$ be a w-dimensional vector( @, (Y$, . ., &,!,r) , for i = 0, 1, 2, . . ., k. 

where cr: represents the number of units of the j-th security in the i-th foreign country 

at the end of the r-th period (i.e. at the beginning of the (r t 1)-st period). If oIt; is 

equal to zero, then the j-th security in the i-th foreign country does not include in the 

portifolio at the end of the r-th period. If c$ is less than zero, then -c$ is interpreted 

as the number of units short for the j-th security in the i-th foreign country at the end of 

the r-th period. Some countries would introduce some policies (regulations) to restrict 

the activities of short selling. In this case, we impose some constraints to the values of 
(J4 

Jr ’ 

Let AX!’ be the change in the domestic price of investing in a portfolio of securities 

in the i-th country during the r-th period. Then AX!’ = fir cy$ c$~-,A y,‘:’ for i = 

1, 2, ., k and for r = 1, 2, . . ., n, ntl. Also, we assume that the process fit satisfies 

a mean-reverting model (the Vasicek Model) as follows: 

for i = 1,2,. . . , k, where oT*, bz and u*. are non-negative constants chosen by the 

trader T, subjectively. 

Let Ft be the a-algebra generated by the process fit up to time n. (i.e. 3;(i = a{f;tlO 5 
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t 5 n}) After some calculations, we obtain 

&Jj;,,+l~3~) = jine-“GAL + bT”(l - e-aT’At) 

UC 
UT (ii n+l13fi) = ,I n ,/2&(1 _ e-2aTs*t) 

Let A X,,+r be the change in the market value (measured in terms of the domestic cur- 

rency) of a global portfolio during the (n t I)-st period. Then A X,,+i = cf, A Xfii. 

Let at’) be (A Y(‘) A Yf’) -1 ,- , . . . ,ay!i).)T for i = 0, 1,2,. . , k. (i.e. It is a (n X q)- 

matrix). Then, we define the risk measure as follows: 

ppn (A X,,+i ]a(‘), AJ(‘), . . ,AJ@), 3;) . ,3$) 

Write 

A$: = (&))‘[(a + nA tEi)-l(?;,~~A t) t (7, + nA tCi)-‘(nA tEi)Q’] 

Then, 

where 

pp n (A X,,+l ]A Y(O) A Y(l) - AY(“),35...,3:) ,- ,...I- 
k 

= $up(-@) _ C[j;,ne-an*f + bT.(l - e-aTa*t) 

i=l 

+I(-@) 
UT" 

4&(1 _ e+&A,)lM~~iT’ ’ ‘) 

I(x) = 

i 

1 if s>o 

0 if 210 

Also, we can define the risk limits as follows: 

#(AX,,+, ]AJ@) A Y(l) It AYt’) 35...,3;) ,- ,...t- I 
k 

= -$j{-@’ - -j-[ji,ne-.=‘*t + bT’(1 _ e-aTnAt) 

i=l 



and 

&‘:(A X,+r]AY(“j,AJy(‘), . ,AJy(“) F” - F’k) I ” If’., n 

=pP,(AXn+r]AJyn,AJyc’) ,..., AJ@jJj ,..., F:) 

Remarks: 

(1) In order to obtain a conservative risk measure, we multiply M$ by [I$, ( fi,n+r IF;) t 

~+~(f;,~+r]Fk)] if Mj2 is negative and by &,(fi,n+r]3:) if Mg is positive, for 

i=12 , , . . . , k. To achieve this, we introduce the indicator function 1(-M:). 

However, the introduction of I(-ME) makes the risk measure not satisfy the 

property of translation invariance. 

(2) To define the lower risk limit, we multiply M,: by &,(fj,n+I]Fi) if M$ is positive 

and by [& (J f. ‘ wtl n ]F ) t (f. ]3 ‘)] f”: UT, Wl r( i g is negative, for i = 1,2,. . , k. 

To achieve this, we introduce the indicator function Z(M$). 

$9 Conclusion and Further Researches 

We have introduced a conditional risk measure which can be updated sequentially as 

more information is obtained. Then, a Bay&an risk measure is defined as a special case 

of the conditional risk measure in order to capture the subjective view of the risk trader. 

For a conjugate-prior case, we can obtain a closed form expression for the Bay&an risk 

measure. For a non-conjugate-prior case, we use the Biihlman credibility estimator 

to approximate the Bayesian risk measure. Also, the Bay&an risk measure can be 

applied to measure both the financial risks and insurance risks. We have illustrated 

how to apply the Bayesian risk measure to calculate premiums and to measure the risks 

of an insurance company. Finally, we give an alternative method to capture the impacts 

of random foreign exchange rates on global investments in our model. A modification 

of the Bay&an risk measure is introduced. 

For further developments of our model, we suggest that different priors can be used 

in order to have a more realistic model. As long as they are conjugate-prior cases, we 
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can obtain the closed form solutions. Otherwise, we can use some simulation techniques 

such as Markov Chain Monte Carlo Method to approximate the Bayesian risk measure. 

The disadvantage, however, of this method is that it is time-consuming if the rate of 

convergence is very slow. If the data set is too large and the updating of the risk measure 

is too frequent, the computer may not have enough capacity to handle the calculations. 

Finally, we can study the problem of robustness of the Bayesian risk measure with 

respect to the change in prior distributions. This idea is similar to performing stress 

test of our risk measure with respect to the extreme market movement. If the risk 

measure is robust, then we get a risk interval with a small length. Otherwise, we get a 

wide risk interval. 
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